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 ABSTRACT 
 Feed management is one of the principal levers by 
which the production and composition of milk by dairy 
cows can be modulated in the short term. The response 
of milk yield and milk composition to variations in ei-
ther energy or protein supplies is well known. However, 
in practice, dietary supplies of energy and protein vary 
simultaneously, and their interaction is still not well 
understood. The objective of this trial was to deter-
mine whether energy and protein interacted in their 
effects on milk production and milk composition and 
whether the response to changes in the diets depended 
on the parity and potential production of cows. From 
the results, a model was built to predict the response 
of milk yield and milk composition to simultaneous 
variations in energy and protein supplies relative to 
requirements of cows. Nine treatments, defined by their 
energy and protein supplies, were applied to 48 cows 
divided into 4 homogeneous groups (primiparous or 
multiparous × high or low milk potential) over three 
4-wk periods. The control treatment was calculated to 
cover the predicted requirements of the group of cows 
in the middle of the trial and was applied to each cow. 
The other 8 treatments corresponded to fixed supplies 
of energy and protein, higher or lower than those of the 
control treatment. The results highlighted a significant 
energy × protein interaction not only on milk yield but 
also on protein content and yield. The response of milk 
yield to energy supply was zero with a negative protein 
balance and increased with protein supply equal to or 
higher than requirements. The response of milk yield 
to changes in the diet was greater for cows with high 
production potential than for those with low produc-
tion potential, and the response of milk protein content 
was higher for primiparous cows than for multiparous 
cows. The model for the response of milk yield, protein 
yield, and protein content obtained in this trial made 
it possible to predict more accurately the variations 
in production and composition of milk relative to the 
potential of the cow because of changes in diet composi-
tion. In addition, the interaction obtained was in line 
with a response corresponding to the more limiting of 2 
factors: energy or protein. 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 Milk production and milk composition are of prime 
economic importance for farmers. It is well known 
in dairy management that the diet fed to cows is an 
important lever by which milk production and milk 
composition can be modified. However, the economi-
cal return of an improved diet largely depends on the 
efficiency of conversion of feeds into milk. It would, 
therefore, be very useful to predict the response in 
milk yield to changes in diet composition. Although 
milk production may be affected by numerous dietary 
nutrients, energy and protein are most critical. Indeed, 
usual feeding systems provide models to calculate cow 
requirements but do not provide response to changes 
in energy and protein supply when cows are not fed at 
their requirement level. The marginal response to the 
level of either energy or protein supply is well known 
(Coulon and Rémond, 1991; Vérité and Delaby, 2000). 
However, in practice, dietary energy and protein sup-
plies vary simultaneously. Thus, it is necessary to know 
the response to joint variations in energy and protein 
supplies. 
 First, increasing energy supply increases milk pro-
duction linearly (Macleod et al., 1984; Friggens et al., 
1995) or curvilinearly (Broster, 1973). This response 
may depend on the stage of lactation of the cow and 
on the length of the trial (Coulon and Rémond, 1991). 
Also, increasing energy supply may have either a posi-
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tive effect (Coulon and Rémond, 1991; Broderick, 2003) 
or no effect (Krohn and Andersen, 1980; Cowan et al., 
1981) on milk protein content. Fat content seems not to 
be affected by this increase or to be slightly decreased 
(Gordon and Forbes, 1970; Friggens et al., 1995). Sec-
ond, increasing dietary protein supply also induces 
an increase in milk production (Macleod et al., 1984; 
Vérité et al., 1997; Metcalf et al., 2008). It may also 
have either a positive effect (Vérité and Delaby, 2000; 
Broderick, 2003) or no effect (Gordon and Forbes, 1970; 
Krohn and Andersen, 1980; Ipharraguerre and Clark, 
2005) on protein content.
However, energy and protein supplies may interact 
on milk yield and milk composition. The increase in 
metabolizable protein supply generally enhances DMI 
(and thus energy supply), especially when protein 
requirements are not satisfied, even if digestibility of 
the diet does not change (Vérité and Delaby, 2000; 
Faverdin et al., 2003). In addition, protein can alter 
the efficiency of use of absorbed nutrients, its partition 
toward mammary secretion, or both (Oldham, 1984). 
It is thus difficult to dissociate the effects of energy 
and protein. To better understand and predict milk re-
sponse to energy and protein supply, it is necessary to 
separate intake and metabolic effects. Few studies have 
addressed the energy × protein interaction on milk pro-
duction and milk composition, and their results diverge 
even when the intake is controlled. Most of them found 
no significant interaction on milk yield (Macleod et al., 
1984; Friggens et al., 1995; Broderick, 2003). Cowan et 
al. (1981) showed a greater positive response of milk 
yield to increased dietary protein content for high en-
ergy level than for low energy level. This interaction is 
in agreement with the review of Broster (1973) and the 
study of Gordon and Forbes (1970), although the effect 
of the energy × protein interaction was not significant 
in this last study. Experiments using ruminal infusions 
of VFA and duodenal infusions of caseinate have shown 
an energy × protein associative effect on milk yield 
(Rulquin, 1982).
Finally, the production and composition of milk de-
pend on the parity and genotype of cows (Hansen et 
al., 2006). These characteristics may also interact with 
dietary supply of nutrients: cows of different genotypes 
may show different responses in milk yield and milk 
composition (Horan et al., 2005; Fulkerson et al., 2008). 
Therefore, it is necessary to take parity and potential 
milk production into account to predict milk response 
to changes in diet composition. The objectives of this 
experiment were to study the interaction between en-
ergy and protein supplies on milk production and milk 
composition and to consider interactions with parity 
and production level.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Design, Animals,  
and Dietary Treatments
The experiment, involving 48 Holstein cows, was 
carried out at the INRA experimental farm of Méjus-
seaume (1.71°W, 48.11°N; Brittany, France). Cows were 
blocked in 4 groups according to parity and production 
level, estimated by average daily milk yield during the 
preexperimental period, to obtain the most homog- 
eneous possible groups of cows: 12 high- 
producing multiparous (41.7 kg/d; SD 1.8 kg), 12 
low-producing multiparous (34.0 kg/d; SD 2.0 kg), 12 
high-producing primiparous (32.5 kg/d; SD 2.0 kg), and 
12 low-producing primiparous (28.5 kg/d; SD 0.9 kg). 
At the beginning of the experiment, multiparous cows 
were on average in lactation number 3.0 (SD 1.2), 
92 DIM (SD 18 DIM), and weighed 635 kg (SD 40 kg), 
whereas the primiparous cows, which had calved at 
27.5 months of age, were 82 DIM (SD 19 DIM) and 
weighed 546 kg (SD 48 kg).
According to a balanced incomplete block design, 
9 dietary treatments were compared for each block of 
cows to study the energy × protein interaction over 3 
periods of 4 wk (period 1: January 9 to February 5; 
period 2: February 6 to March 5; period 3: March 6 to 
April 2). Dietary treatments were defined as differences 
between supply and requirement of energy and protein 
for each group of cows (INRA, 2007), calculated from 
the expected milk yield at the middle of the experiment. 
To best describe the response surface to 2 factors, the 
optimal experimental design with a limited number of 
treatments is to build a centered composite plan, the 
principle of which is to distribute treatments on a circle 
around a central point (Macfie et al., 1989). The ex-
treme points on the energy and protein axes were then 
located at a distance of square root of 2 (1.414) from 
the coordinates of the points located on the first bisec-
tor (Figure 1). Treatments were named by their level of 
energy (referred to as E− −, E−, E0, E+, E++, from 
the lowest to the highest) and their level of protein 
(referred to as P− −, P−, P0, P+, P++, from the 
lowest to the highest; Table 1). Because no cow could 
receive all 9 treatments, each cow was given 3 out of 
the 9. Except for the control treatment (E0P0), which 
was applied to all cows and was tested more than the 
others, all treatments were applied an equal number of 
times during each period. An optimal design was then 
built for each of the 4 groups of cows and treatments 
were randomly assigned to cows (Table 2). This kind of 
experimental design is powerful and makes it possible 
to detect significant interactions, controlling individual 
effects.
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Diets were calculated for each group of cows for the 
entire duration of the trial. They were distributed as 
TMR in limited quantities to control supplies optimally 
and to better predict the partition of energy and protein 
supplies between mammary gland and other tissues. 
Thirty-six diets were formulated using the INRA (1989) 
feeding system: the NEL is expressed in unité fourragère 
lait [UFL (milk feed units); 1 UFL = 1.7 Mcal of NEL] 
and the quantity of metabolizable protein is expressed in 
grams of protein digested in the small intestine supplied 
by the rumen-undegraded dietary protein and by micro-
bial protein from rumen-fermented OM (PDIE). Dif-
ferences in energy and protein supply between extreme 
treatments and central treatment E0P0 (e.g., between 
E0P0 and E0P++ or between E0P0 and E++P0) were 
calibrated to produce, a priori, the same differences in 
milk yield requirements (5.65 kg/d). Treatments ranged 
from −2.49 to +2.49 UFL/d for energy supply and from 
−271 to +271 g of PDIE/d for metabolizable protein 
supply (Table 1). All diets were made up of corn silage, 
dehydrated alfalfa, high-energy concentrate (93% corn, 
5% molasses, and 2% urea), protected soybean-rapeseed 
meal (67% protected soybean, 30% protected rapeseed, 
and 3% molasses, expressed in % gross matter), urea, 
and minerals (Table 3). They were adjusted by changing 
the quantity of offered feed and the nature of the con-
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Figure 1. Expected energy (UFL/d) and metabolizable protein (g of PDIE/d) supplies of the 9 dietary treatments for the 4 groups of cows: 
low- (gray circle) and high- (gray square) producing primiparous and low- (black circle) and high- (black square) producing multiparous. UFL 
= unité fourragère lait; 1 UFL = 1.7 Mcal. PDIE = protein digested in the small intestine supplied by rumen-undegraded dietary protein and 
by microbial protein from rumen-fermented OM. Dietary treatments: 1 = E++P0, 2 = E+P+, 3 = E0P++, 4 = E−P+, 5 = E− −P0, 6 = 
E−P−, 7 = E0P− −, 8 = E+P−, 9 = E0P0; treatments are defined by their level of energy supply (E– –, E–, E0, E+, E++ from the lowest to 
the highest) and their protein supply (P– –, P–, P0, P+, P++ from the lowest to the highest) compared with requirements. 
centrates (Table 4), but the proportion of concentrate 
in the diet remained as constant as possible (38.8%, SD 
2.1%) across all cows and periods. Proteins digested 
in the small intestine supplied by rumen-undegraded 
dietary proteins and by microbial proteins from rumen-
degraded dietary nitrogen (PDIN) and PDIE were well 
balanced [(PDIN − PDIE)/UFL = −1.7 g/UFL on 
average]; that is, measuring protein supply with PDIE 
is equivalent to measuring metabolizable protein with 
sufficient RDP level. The Lys and Met contents were 
maintained as equal as possible between diets. Cows 
individually received 300 g of a mineral supplement of 
6% P and 24% Ca each day.
Cows were housed in free-stalls and individually fed 
twice daily after each milking, which started at 0700 
and 1630 h. Procedures related to care and use of ani-
mals for the experiment were approved by an animal 
care committee of the French Ministry of Agriculture 
(no. B35–275–23).
Measurements
Although diets were expected to be entirely consumed, 
amounts offered and orts were weighed daily for each 
cow. The DM content of corn silage was determined 
(80°C, 48 h) each day. To calculate DMI, the composi-
tion of orts was assumed to be similar to the offered 
diet. For chemical analyses, samples of corn silage were 
pooled over each period and frozen, whereas the al-
falfa, concentrates, and minerals were sampled weekly. 
Samples were pooled for each feed over the whole ex-
perimental period for analysis. All samples were ground 
with a 3-blade knife mill through a 0.8-mm screen. The 
OM content was determined by ashing for 6 h at 500°C. 
Total feed N content was determined by the Dumas 
method (Association Française de Normalisation, 
1997). Feed ADF, NDF, and crude fiber were analyzed 
using the method initially described by Van Soest et 
al. (1991) on a Fibersac analyzer (Ankom Technology, 
Fairport, NY), with an amylase and without sulfite and 
were corrected for ash. Fat content was measured by 
ether extraction.
Milk yield was recorded at each milking, and fat and 
protein contents were determined 3 d/wk during the 
first 3 wk and 5 d during the last week of each period 
by infrared analysis (Lillab, Châteaugiron, France), 
separately on the morning and evening milkings. Cows 
were weighed once weekly after the morning milking.
Blood was sampled from the tail before the morn-
ing meal at the end of each period. At each sampling, 
about 1 × 10 mL of blood was collected in heparinized 
syringes for plasma assay of urea, glucose, and NEFA 
(S. Monovette, Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) and 
about 1 × 10 mL was collected in EDTA syringes for 
plasma determination of proteins (White et al., 1973).
Statistical Analysis
The last 2 wk of each experimental period were used 
for statistical analysis. The first 2 wk were considered 
an adaptation period, where the mobilization or reple-
tion of body reserves could modify the cow’s response 
to dietary energy supply. This analysis was performed 
using the MIXED procedure of SAS (version 8.1; SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC) and was done in 2 steps as 
described below.
The first step consisted of verifying whether the di-
etary treatment had an effect on milk production, milk 
composition, and plasma composition and whether it 
interacted with parity and production level. Data were 
analyzed with
Yijkmn = μ + Pi + Lj + Ck(ij) + Wm + Tn + (Pi × Lj) 
 + (Pi × Tn) + (Lj × Tn) + (Pi × Lj × Tn) + eijkmn,  [1]
where Yijkmn is the studied variable; μ is the average; 
Pi is the effect of parity i (1 df); Lj is the effect of 
production level j (1 df); Ck(ij) is the effect of the cow 
k in the parity group i and production level j (44 df); 
Wm is the effect of period m (2 df); Tn is the effect of 
the dietary treatment n (8 df); Pi × Lj, Pi × Tn, Lj 
× Tn, and Pi × Lj × Tn are the interactions between 
parity i and production level j, parity i and dietary 
treatment n, production level j and dietary treatment 
n, and parity i, production level j, and dietary treat-
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Table 1. Description of the 9 calculated treatments expressed in 
differences of energy and protein between the expected dietary supply 
of the treatment and the calculated requirements of the group of 
cows1 
Treatment
Energy,2 
UFL/d
Metabolizable  
protein,3  
g of PDIE/d
E++P0 2.49 0
E+P+ 1.76 192
E0P++ 0.00 271
E−P+ −1.76 192
E– –P0 −2.49 0
E–P− −1.76 −192
E0P− – 0.00 −271
E+P− 1.76 −192
E0P0 0.00 0
1Dietary treatments are defined by their level of energy supply (E– –, 
E–, E0, E+, E++ from the lowest to the highest) and their protein 
supply (P– –, P–, P0, P+, P++ from the lowest to the highest) com-
pared with requirements.
2UFL = unité fourragère lait; 1 UFL = 1.7 Mcal (INRA, 1989).
3PDIE = protein digested in the small intestine supplied by rumen-
undegraded dietary protein and by microbial protein from rumen-fer-
mented OM (INRA, 1989).
ment n, respectively; and eijkmn is the error associated 
with each Yijkmn.
The second step in the analysis was to establish a 
model of prediction of the variations in milk produc-
tion and milk composition in response to variations in 
energy and protein intake relative to requirements. The 
model used for this second stage of analysis is
dYijk(dE;dN) = μ + Pi + Lj + Ck(ij) + Pi × Lj  
+ e1.dE + e2.dE
2 + n1.dN + n2.dN
2 + a.dE × dN, [2a]
where dE and dN are the supplies of energy (UFL/d) 
and metabolizable protein (g of PDIE/d), respectively, 
expressed in differences from the control treatment 
E0P0; dYijk(E; N) is the studied variable, also ex-
pressed in difference from the control treatment E0P0, 
and corrected by the period effect from Model [1] for 
the supplies E and N; μ is the average; Pi is the effect 
of parity i (1 df); Lj is the effect of production level j 
(1 df); Ck(ij) is the effect of cow k in the group of parity 
i and production level j (44 df); e1 and e2 are the linear 
and quadratic effects, respectively, of dE; n1 and n2 are 
the linear and quadratic effects, respectively, of dN; 
and a is the effect of the interaction between dE and 
dN. Model [2a] was simplified when either the energy 
× protein interaction or the quadratic effects of energy 
and protein were not significant (P < 0.05). Both of the 
following models were then used:
dYijk(dE; dN) = μ + Pi + Lj + Ck(ij) + Pi × Lj  
 + e1.dE + n1.dN + a.dE × dN, and  [2b]
dYijk(dE; dN) = μ + Pi + Lj + Ck(ij) + Pi × Lj  
 + e1.dE + n1.dN,  [2c]
where the variables are the same as in Model [2a].
RESULTS
Application of the Dietary Treatments
Five cow × period data (marked in Table 2) were 
excluded from results because of mastitis. The applica-
tion of dietary treatments was slightly different from 
what was planned (Table 5): protein supply was overall 
higher than predicted, mainly because the protein con-
tent of several feeds was higher than during the preex-
perimental period. However, the dispersion of dietary 
treatments relative to treatment E0P0 remained well 
balanced. In the high-producing multiparous group, 
2 cows that received treatment E+P− were excluded 
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Table 2. Dietary treatments1 received by the cows of the 4 parity × 
production level groups during the 3 periods of the trial 
Cow
Period
1 2 3
Multiparous
 High producing
  1 E++P0 E0P0 E+P+
  2 E0P0 E++P0 E−P+
  3 E+P+ E0P0 E0P++
  4 E0P++ E– –P0 E0P0
  5 E0P0 E0P++ E+P−
  6 E−P+ E+P−2 E0P0
  7 E0P0 E−P+ E– –P0
  8 E– – P0 E0P– – E0P0
  9 E−P− E0P0 E++P0
  10 E0P0 E−P− E0P– –
  11 E0P– – E+P+ E0P0
  12 E+P−2 E0P0 E−P−
 Low producing
  13 E0P0 E+P+ E– –P0
  14 E0P++ E+P− E0P0
  15 E0P0 E0P++ E−P−
  16 E−P+ E0P0 E+P−
  17 E– –P0 E0P0 E0P++
  18 E0P0 E– –P0 E0P– –
  19 E0P0 E−P− E−P+
  20 E−P− E0P– – E0P0
  21 E0P– – E0P0 E++P0
  22 E+P− E++P0 E0P0
  23 E++P0 E0P0 E+P+
  24 E+P+ E−P+ E0P0
Primiparous
 High producing
  25 E++P0 E0P0 E– –P0
  26 E+P+ E0P0 E−P−
  27 E0P0 E+P+ E+P−
  28 E0P++ E−P+ E0P0
  29 E−P+ E+P− E0P0
  30 E0P0 E– –P0 E+P+
  31 E– –P0 E0P0 E−P+
  32 E−P− E++P0 E0P0
  33 E0P0 E−P− E0P++
  34 E0P– – E0P++ E0P0
  35 E0P02 E0P– – E++P0
  36 E+P− E0P0 E0P– –
 Low producing
  37 E0P0 E++P0 E−P+
  38 E++P02 E0P++ E0P0
  39 E+P+ E0P0 E−P−
  40 E0P0 E+P+ E– –P0
  41 E0P++ E0P0 E+P+
  42 E−P+ E+P− E0P0
  43 E0P0 E– –P0 E0P– –
  44 E– –P0 E−P+ E0P0
  45 E0P0 E−P− E++P0
  46 E−P− E0P0 E+P−
  47 E0P– – E0P0 E0P++
  48 E+P−2 E0P– – E0P0
1Dietary treatments are defined by their level of energy supply (E– –, 
E–, E0, E+, E++ from the lowest to the highest) and their protein 
supply (P– –, P–, P0, P+, P++ from the lowest to the highest) com-
pared with requirements. 
2Cow × period data excluded from the statistical analyses because of 
mastitis.
because of mastitis. Thus, only 1 cow received this 
dietary treatment in this group, and results from this 
treatment in high-producing multiparous cows had to 
be interpreted with caution.
First, the effects of dietary treatment, parity, produc-
tion level, and their interactions on milk production 
and milk composition and then on blood plasma com-
position are presented (Model [1]). Then, from results 
obtained, the response equations of milk production 
and milk composition to simultaneous variations in en-
ergy and protein supplies are established (Models [2a], 
[2b], and [2c]).
Effect of Dietary Treatment, Parity, and Production 
Level on Milk Production and Milk Composition
Dietary treatments modified the production and com-
position of milk, sometimes in interaction with cow par-
ity or production level (Table 6). Milk production and 
4% FCM, fat, and protein yields were the highest for 
treatment E+P+ and the lowest for treatment E+P−. 
In increasing order of milk yield across the 4 groups, 
treatments were as follows: E+P−, E0P− −, E−P−, 
E− −P0, E++P0, E−P+, E0P0, E0P++, and E+P+ 
(Table 7). This order was very close to the order for 
4% FCM, fat and protein yields, and protein content. 
Among results concerning milk yield and milk composi-
tion, fat content was the only measured response that 
was not affected by dietary treatments.
The effects of dietary treatments on milk yield and 
milk composition (except fat content) were not additive 
with the effects of parity or production level (Table 6). 
Results of milk yield and milk composition were there-
fore described by group (Table 7). The analysis of the 
production level × treatment interaction showed that 
the amplitude of response of milk yield to variations in 
the dietary treatment was higher for high-producing 
cows than for low-producing cows. This effect was 
similar for 4% FCM and protein yield (Figure 2). The 
analysis of the parity × treatment interaction showed 
that the amplitude of response of protein content was 
higher for primiparous cows than for multiparous cows, 
which was similar for milk protein yield (Figure 2).
Effect of Dietary Treatment, Parity, and Production 
Level on Blood Plasma Composition
Urea and protein concentrations in plasma, 2 indica-
tors of protein metabolism, were influenced by dietary 
treatments (Table 8). Protein supply increased the 
blood concentration of urea, whereas energy supply 
decreased it. Dietary treatments E+P−, E++P0, and 
E0P− −, which had low protein to energy ratios (lower 
than 92 g of PDIE/UFL on average), produced the low-
est concentrations of urea and plasma protein in blood. 
Conversely, treatments E− −P0, E−P+, and E0P++, 
which had high protein to energy ratios (higher than 
120 g of PDIE/UFL on average), produced the highest 
concentrations of urea and plasma protein (Table 9). 
Despite the difference in energy and protein supplies 
between groups, concentrations of urea and plasma 
protein were not different between the 4 groups of cows. 
However, the concentration of urea slightly decreased 
and the plasma protein increased with cow production 
level.
Equations for the Response of the Production  
and Composition of Milk to Variations in Energy  
and Protein Supply Relative to Requirements
Despite significant interactions (Table 6), we opted 
for single equations for the response of milk production 
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Table 3. Chemical composition and nutritional value of feeds 
Item1
Corn  
silage
Dehydrated  
alfalfa
Corn  
concentrate2
Protected  
soybean-rapeseed  
meal3 Urea Minerals
DM, % 43.5 92.0 86.9 89.1   
Energy, UFL/kg of DM 0.97 0.76 1.21 1.05   
CP, g/kg of DM 67 216 166 458   
NDF, g/kg of DM 381 371 97 197   
ADF, g/kg of DM 194 246 28 106   
PDIN, g/kg of DM 41 143 105 373 1,443  
PDIE, g/kg of DM 71 116 102 345 2,817  
P, g/kg of DM 1.4 2.9 2.6 8.9  60
Ca, g/kg of DM 1.6 32.6 1 4.9  240
1UFL = unité fourragère lait; 1 UFL = 1.7 Mcal (INRA, 1989); PDIN = protein digested in the small intes-
tine supplied by rumen-undegraded dietary protein and by microbial protein from rumen-degraded dietary N 
(INRA, 1989); PDIE = protein digested in the small intestine supplied by rumen-undegraded dietary protein 
and by microbial protein from rumen-fermented OM (INRA, 1989).
2Composition (% gross matter): 93% corn, 5% molasses, and 2% urea.
3Composition (% as fed): 67% protected soybean, 30% protected rapeseed, and 3% molasses.
and milk composition for all cows. These equations es-
tablished by group were far too sensitive to the absence 
of 1 cow. Accordingly, establishing the equations for all 
cows appeared to be more robust and reasonable.
Model [2a], with linear and quadratic effects of energy 
and protein and energy × protein interaction, was used 
for milk yield and protein yield and content. Model [2b], 
without the quadratic effects, was used for 4% FCM. 
Model [2c], with only linear effects, was used for fat 
yield (Table 10). These response equations are shown 
in Figures 3 and 4. Neither protein nor energy had any 
effect on fat content, which confirmed the analysis of 
Model [1]. The effects of energy and protein were ad-
ditive only on fat yield. However, the energy × protein 
interactions were significant on milk yield, 4% FCM, 
fat and protein yield, and protein content (Figures 3 
and 4). For these variables, the marginal efficiency of 
energy use decreased when energy supply increased or 
when protein supply decreased. Indeed, when energy 
supply increased from −2 to 0 UFL, milk yield response 
decreased from +0.88 to +0.49 kg/UFL with protein 
supply of +200 g of PDIE/d compared with require-
ments and from +0.64 to +0.25 kg/UFL with protein 
supply equal to requirements. With protein supply of 
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Table 4. Composition1 and nutritional value of the 36 diets 
Parity
Expected 
milk 
yield, 
kg/d Treatment2
Energy  
supply,3 
UFL/d
Metabolizable  
protein  
supply,4  
g of PDIE/d
Corn  
silage,  
kg of DM/d
Corn  
concentrate,5 
kg of DM/d
Dehydrated  
alfalfa,  
kg of DM/d
Protected  
soybean-rapeseed  
meal,6  
kg of DM/d
Urea,  
kg of DM/d
Multiparous 34 E0P0 20.7 2,046 14.43 5.96 — 1.62 0.18
E++P0 23.2 2,046 16.59 6.06 2.32 0.37 0.18
E+P+ 22.5 2,238 15.79 5.99 0.64 1.69 0.18
E0P++ 20.7 2,317 14.50 4.93 — 2.68 0.18
E−P+ 18.9 2,238 13.31 4.04 — 2.91 0.18
E− –P0 18.2 2,046 12.77 4.28 — 2.39 0.18
E−P− 18.9 1,854 13.21 5.50 — 1.42 0.18
E0P– – 20.7 1,775 14.40 6.83 0.23 0.51 0.18
E+P− 22.5 1,854 15.86 6.82 1.58 — 0.18
29 E0P0 18.7 1,826 13.04 5.45 — 1.38 0.18
E++P0 21.2 1,826 14.84 6.68 0.66 0.47 0.18
E+P+ 20.5 2,018 14.26 5.91 — 1.58 0.18
E0P++ 18.7 2,097 13.11 4.42 — 2.44 0.18
E−P+ 16.9 2,017 11.93 3.54 — 2.67 0.18
E– –P0 16.2 1,826 11.40 3.79 — 2.14 0.18
E−P− 16.9 1,634 11.83 5.00 — 1.17 0.18
E0P– – 18.7 1,555 12.97 6.48 — 0.32 0.18
E+P− 20.5 1,634 14.25 7.08 0.41 — 0.18
Primiparous 30 E0P0 18.4 1,815 12.86 5.31 — 1.42 0.18
E++P0 20.9 1,815 14.59 6.75 0.35 0.57 0.18
E+P+ 20.2 2,007 14.08 5.77 — 1.62 0.18
E0P++ 18.4 2,086 12.93 4.28 — 2.47 0.18
E−P+ 16.7 2,007 11.75 3.41 — 2.70 0.18
E– –P0 15.9 1,815 11.22 3.65 — 2.18 0.18
E−P− 16.7 1,623 11.65 4.86 — 1.21 0.18
E0P– – 18.4 1,544 12.79 6.34 — 0.36 0.18
E+P− 20.2 1,623 14.02 7.09 0.19 0.08 0.18
26 E0P0 16.4 1,595 11.44 4.77 — 1.19 0.18
E++P0 18.9 1,595 13.09 6.43 — 0.43 0.18
E+P+ 18.1 1,787 12.65 5.21 — 1.40 0.18
E0P++ 16.4 1,866 11.51 3.74 — 2.25 0.18
E−P+ 14.6 1,787 10.34 2.88 — 2.47 0.18
E– –P0 13.9 1,595 9.81 3.13 — 1.94 0.18
E−P− 14.6 1,403 10.24 4.33 — 0.97 0.18
E0P– – 16.4 1,324 11.38 5.79 — 0.13 0.18
E+P− 18.1 1,403 12.81 6.24 — — 0.18
1Mineral supplement (300 g/d) of 6% P and 24% Ca was added to each diet.
2Dietary treatments are defined by their level of energy supply (E– –, E–, E0, E+, E++ from the lowest to the highest) and their protein supply 
(P– –, P–, P0, P+, P++ from the lowest to the highest) compared with requirements.
3UFL = unité fourragère lait; 1 UFL = 1.7 Mcal (INRA, 1989).
4PDIE = protein digested in the small intestine supplied by rumen-undegraded dietary protein and by microbial protein from rumen-fermented 
OM (INRA, 1989).
5Composition (% gross matter): 93% corn, 5% molasses, and 2% urea.
6Composition (% as fed): 67% protected soybean, 30% protected rapeseed, and 3% molasses.
−200 g of PDIE/d compared with requirements, milk 
yield response was 0.0 kg/UFL with energy supply 
equal to requirements and became negative with higher 
energy supply (−0.38 kg/UFL for energy supply of 
+2 UFL; Figure 3). Symmetrically, the marginal effi-
ciency of protein use decreased when protein supply in-
creased or when energy supply decreased. For example, 
when protein supply increased from −200 to +200 g of 
PDIE, milk yield response decreased from +0.0094 to 
0.0052 kg/g of PDIE with energy supply of +2 UFL/d 
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Table 5. Adjusted means of DMI, energy and protein supplies by diet, and calculated energy and protein balances of the cows by treatment1 
and group2 
Item3
Treatment
MeanE0P– – E−P− E+P− E– –P0 E0P0 E++P0 E−P+ E+P+ E0P++
DMI, kg/d
 Mean 19.3 17.8 20.8 17.4 19.6 21.1 18.0 21.1 19.7 19.4
 MH 21.8 20.3 24.7 19.7 21.8 22.5 20.2 23.4 22.1 21.8
 ML 19.3 18.2 21.3 17.5 20.0 21.5 18.3 21.5 19.7 19.7
 PH 19.2 17.7 19.3 17.3 19.4 21.4 17.9 20.5 19.5 19.1
 PL 16.9 15.3 17.8 15.2 17.1 19.0 15.7 18.8 17.4 17.0
Energy supply, UFL/d
 Mean 18.4 16.8 19.9 16.3 18.5 20.1 16.8 20.2 18.5 18.4
 MH 20.9 19.3 23.4 18.5 20.7 21.1 18.9 22.1 20.9 20.7
 ML 18.5 17.2 20.4 16.4 18.9 20.5 17.1 20.5 18.6 18.7
 PH 18.3 16.6 18.6 16.1 18.4 20.4 16.7 19.5 18.4 18.1
 PL 16.1 14.3 17.0 13.9 16.1 18.2 14.5 17.8 16.3 16.0
Metabolizable protein 
supply, g of PDIE/d
 Mean 1,665 1,779 1,700 1,965 1,971 1,845 2,134 2,145 2,225 1,951
 MH 1,954 2,062 2,022 2,200 2,213 1,962 2,353 2,357 2,473 2,177
 ML 1,648 1,760 1,742 1,971 2,021 1,874 2,168 2,206 2,200 1,955
 PH 1,667 1,800 1,606 1,943 1,973 1,917 2,113 2,096 2,229 1,927
 PL 1,392 1,494 1,430 1,744 1,679 1,626 1,903 1,922 1,997 1,687
Calculated energy balance, UFL/d
 Mean +2.12 −0.18 +2.90 −0.51 +1.18 +2.33 −0.26 +1.70 +1.03 +1.11
 MH +1.95 +0.54 +5.16 +0.68 +1.46 +1.38 +1.79 +1.61 +1.41 +1.77
 ML +2.49 +0.30 +1.25 −0.35 +1.96 +2.28 −1.06 +2.35 +0.30 +1.06
 PH +2.36 −0.81 +3.02 −0.72 +0.81 +3.52 −0.43 +1.66 +1.99 +1.27
 PL +1.67 −0.74 +2.18 −1.65 +0.48 +2.14 −1.31 +1.16 +0.42 +0.48
Calculated protein balance, 
g of PDIE/d
 Mean +97 +142 +80 +322 +248 +136 +461 +306 +459 +254
 MH +97 +238 +211 +444 +291 +67 +655 +309 +538 +317
 ML +53 +136 −69 +299 +335 +124 +393 +356 +373 +222
 PH +172 +139 +142 +301 +211 +268 +411 +301 +495 +271
 PL +66 +55 +34 +243 +156 +85 +384 +258 +430 +190
1Dietary treatments are defined by their level of energy supply (E– –, E–, E0, E+, E++ from the lowest to the highest) and their protein supply 
(P– –, P–, P0, P+, P++ from the lowest to the highest) compared with requirements.
2Group = parity (P = primiparous, M = multiparous) and production level (H = high, L = low).
3UFL = unité fourragère lait; 1 UFL = 1.7 Mcal (INRA, 1989); PDIE = protein digested in the small intestine supplied by rumen-undegraded 
dietary protein and by microbial protein from rumen-fermented OM (INRA, 1989).
Table 6. Effects of parity (P), production level (L), period (W), treatment (T), and their interactions, from the analysis of the model defined 
by Model [1], on DMI, milk yield, and milk composition 
Item
Effect, P-value
RMSE1P L W T P × L P × T L × T P × L × T
DMI, kg/d <0.001 <0.001 0.009 <0.001 0.948 <0.001 0.691 0.072 0.40
Milk, kg/d <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.016 0.006 0.169 0.84
4% FCM, kg/d <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.162 0.424 0.016 0.063 0.84
Fat yield, g/d <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.142 0.852 0.174 0.073 41
Protein yield, g/d <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.240 0.006 0.019 0.218 29
Fat content, g/kg 0.014 <0.001 <0.001 0.883 <0.001 0.263 0.571 0.292 1.5
Protein content, g/kg 0.334 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.003 0.346 0.471 0.59
1RMSE = root mean square error.
and from 0.0070 to 0.0028 kg/g of PDIE with energy 
supply equal to requirements. Consequently, when pro-
tein supply increased from −200 to +200 g of PDIE/d, 
the marginal efficiency of metabolizable protein conver-
sion into milk protein (g/g) decreased from 0.42 to 0.22 
with energy supply of +2 UFL compared with require-
ments and from 0.32 to 0.12 with energy supply equal 
to requirements (Figure 4). The response of protein 
yield to variations in energy and protein supply was 
proportionally higher than the response of milk yield.
Consequences on Calculated Energy  
and Protein Balances
Response equations of milk yield and milk composi-
tion to energy and protein supplies in terms of differ-
ences between the applied dietary treatments and treat-
ment E0P0 were obtained. The prediction equations for 
calculated energy and protein balances (EB and PB, 
respectively) were deduced from these equations. The 
variations of EB and PB corresponded to the differ-
ences between the supply of energy or protein and the 
equivalent in terms of energy or protein of the variation 
in milk yield (INRA, 2007):
EB = 0.885 dE − 2.29 × 10−3 dN + 2.53 × 10−2 dE2  
 + 1.44 × 10−6 dN2 − 3.10 × 10−4 dE × dN and  [3]
PB = −18.7 dE + 0.657 dN + 6.55 dE2 + 3.9  
 × 10−4 dN2 − 7.96 × 10−2 dE × dN,  [4]
where dE and dN are the supplies of energy (UFL/d) 
and metabolizable protein (g of PDIE/d), respectively, 
expressed in differences from treatment E0P0.
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Table 7. Adjusted means of milk production and milk composition by treatment1 and group2 
Item
Treatment
MeanE0P– – E−P− E+P− E– –P0 E0P0 E++P0 E−P+ E+P+ E0P++
Milk, kg/d
 Mean 26.7 27.4 26.2 27.6 28.8 28.3 28.6 30.4 29.5 28.4
 MH 33.4 32.7 30.2 30.7 33.7 33.3 32.8 36.0 33.6 32.9
 ML 25.3 26.3 27.2 26.8 27.4 27.8 27.5 29.1 29.1 27.4
 PH 25.9 27.4 24.8 28.0 29.2 27.4 29.2 29.8 29.7 27.9
 PL 22.4 23.3 22.6 25.0 24.9 24.7 24.7 26.8 25.5 24.4
4% FCM, kg/d
 Mean 25.9 26.7 25.5 26.9 27.9 27.6 27.8 29.4 28.6 27.5
 MH 30.8 30.0 28.0 29.0 31.3 31.3 31.6 33.9 31.8 30.9
 ML 24.8 27.0 27.4 27.0 27.8 27.5 27.2 28.9 29.3 27.4
 PH 25.8 26.9 24.2 27.0 28.0 26.8 27.9 28.4 28.6 27.1
 PL 22.2 23.0 22.4 24.5 24.3 24.9 24.7 26.2 24.8 24.1
Fat yield, g/d
 Mean 1,023 1,050 1,015 1,064 1,093 1,090 1,100 1,150 1,128 1,084
 MH 1,166 1,134 1,083 1,121 1,195 1,202 1,241 1,299 1,231 1,186
 ML 1,000 1,085 1,105 1,105 1,127 1,093 1,085 1,161 1,177 1,104
 PH 1,039 1,068 975 1,061 1,092 1,066 1,081 1,096 1,122 1,066
 PL 886 916 898 969 960 997 992 1,044 983 960
Protein yield, kg/d
 Mean 771 801 768 820 868 832 845 933 907 847
 MH 936 908 887 884 974 929 927 1,051 984 942
 ML 789 807 829 846 862 838 850 940 923 854
 PH 734 800 701 817 890 816 863 905 944 830
 PL 626 691 657 733 746 747 740 834 778 728
Fat content, g/kg
 Mean 38.5 38.8 38.4 38.4 38.2 38.9 38.6 37.9 38.0 38.4
 MH 34.9 34.9 34.5 36.3 35.3 36.2 37.6 36.0 36.3 35.8
 ML 39.1 42.0 41.0 40.8 41.2 39.9 39.5 39.6 39.9 40.3
 PH 40.4 38.8 38.4 38.1 37.5 38.9 37.4 37.4 37.6 38.3
 PL 39.5 39.6 39.7 38.4 38.7 40.6 40.0 38.8 38.4 39.3
Protein content, g/kg
 Mean 28.7 29.5 29.0 29.5 30.2 29.6 29.6 30.7 30.7 29.9
 MH 28.0 27.9 28.4 28.6 28.8 27.9 28.0 29.2 29.1 28.4
 ML 30.8 31.1 30.6 31.3 31.6 30.5 31.0 32.0 31.4 31.2
 PH 28.1 29.2 27.8 29.1 30.5 29.6 29.8 30.7 31.8 29.6
 PL 28.1 29.8 29.1 29.1 30.0 30.5 29.8 31.0 30.4 29.7
1Dietary treatments are defined by their level of energy supply (E– –, E–, E0, E+, E++ from the lowest to the highest) and their protein supply 
(P– –, P–, P0, P+, P++ from the lowest to the highest) compared with requirements.
2Group = parity (P = primiparous, M = multiparous) and production level (H = high, L = low).
The EB decreased with increased protein supply and 
it increased with increased energy supply (Figure 5). 
The PB increased with increased protein supply. When 
the energy supply increased, the PB decreased if the 
protein supply was high compared with requirements 
but no longer decreased if the protein supply was low 
compared with requirements (Figure 6).
DISCUSSION
Energy and Protein Effects on Milk Production  
and Milk Composition Were Not Additive
Milk Yield Increased More Rapidly with the 
Increase in Energy Supply When the Level of 
Protein Supply Was High Compared with Re-
quirements.  One of the main results of our trial 
was the energy × protein interaction (P < 0.05) on 
milk yield, which clarified the effect observed in the 
experiment using ruminal infusions (Rulquin, 1982) 
and in feeding experiments (Gordon and Forbes, 1970; 
Broster, 1973; Cowan et al., 1981). This interaction 
resulted in a sharper response of milk yield to energy 
supply for high levels of protein supply than for low 
levels, in agreement with results of Cowan et al. (1981) 
for wk 0 to 8 of lactation and with the conclusions 
of Gordon and Forbes (1970) and Broster (1973), al-
though Cowan et al. (1981) found no interaction effect 
for wk 9 to 16 of lactation, which would fit our data. 
In their review, Hanigan et al. (1998) also suggested 
taking this interaction into account in models to pre-
dict milk protein response to dietary protein changes. 
Several studies showed an absence of energy × protein 
interaction on milk yield (Macleod et al., 1984; Brod-
erick, 2003). However, our trial benefited from an ex-
perimental design deliberately conceived to reveal any 
such interaction. The experimental design of the other 
trials may have not made the detection of this interac-
tion possible. Also, the interaction may have been more 
easily revealed by the fact that dietary treatments were 
applied to homogeneous groups of cows, the in-group 
variations between the reference milk yields thereby 
being reduced.
Dispensing the diet in a limited quantity avoided 
the energy × protein interaction on intake, which is 
generally observed when diets are consumed ad libi-
tum. Thus, it provided an even distribution of effective 
dietary treatments relative to cow requirements. This 
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Table 8. Effects of parity (P), production level (L), cow in the groups (C), period (W), treatment (T), and their interactions, from the analysis 
of Model [1], on blood composition 
Item
Effect, P-value
RMSE1P L C W T P × L P × T L × T P × L × T
NEFA, μmol/L 0.123 0.983 0.614 0.065 0.646 0.900 0.710 0.941 0.690 118
Glucose, mg/dL 0.486 0.123 0.162 <0.001 0.073 0.834 0.454 0.277 0.211 3.21
Urea, mg/dL 0.331 0.012 0.001 0.004 <0.001 0.067 0.007 0.073 0.752 3.52
Plasma protein, g/dL 0.077 0.002 0.001 <0.001 0.002 0.249 0.180 0.730 0.716 0.32
1RMSE = root mean square error.
Table 9. Adjusted means of urea and plasma protein concentrations in blood by treatment1 and group2 
Item
Treatment
MeanE0P– – E+P− E−P− E++P0 E– –P0 E0P0 E−P+ E+P+ E0P++
Urea, mg/dL
 Mean 18.4 17.3 26.6 15.5 33.1 23.8 32.0 21.6 29.3 24.1
 MH 19.5 14.1 28.5 12.0 31.3 24.9 32.2 20.3 30.0 23.6
 ML 16.1 15.6 28.3 10.7 34.2 23.8 33.5 22.5 32.3 24.1
 PH 20.6 18.2 24.5 22.3 28.3 21.9 26.1 20.6 25.1 23.1
 PL 17.6 21.4 25.1 17.1 38.5 24.6 36.1 23.0 30.0 26.0
Plasma protein, g/dL
 Mean 7.21 7.04 7.54 7.12 7.63 7.39 7.47 7.45 7.57 7.38
 MH 7.28 7.14 7.47 7.28 7.64 7.37 7.93 7.70 7.63 7.49
 ML 7.32 6.86 7.56 7.15 7.54 7.42 7.72 7.33 7.44 7.37
 PH 7.30 7.19 7.62 7.03 8.08 7.50 7.00 7.53 7.85 7.46
 PL 6.92 6.98 7.49 7.02 7.26 7.28 7.25 7.24 7.37 7.20
1Dietary treatments are defined by their level of energy supply (E– –, E–, E0, E+, E++ from the lowest to the highest) and their protein supply 
(P– –, P–, P0, P+, P++ from the lowest to the highest) compared with requirements.
2Group = parity (P = primiparous, M = multiparous) and production level (H = high, L = low).
helped to dissociate the effects of energy and protein 
and show their interactions. In the literature, dietary 
treatments with high levels of protein supply often cor-
responded to higher levels of energy supply than those 
with low levels of protein supply (Krohn and Andersen, 
1980; Cowan et al., 1981) because diets rich in protein 
tended to increase DMI (Faverdin et al., 2003; Iphar-
raguerre and Clark, 2005). Even in this experiment, 
with feed in limited quantity, cows had some difficulty 
eating the expected quantities of diets rich in energy 
and poor in protein (E+P−), thus slightly modifying 
the circular distribution of dietary treatments. Energy-
protein correlation was often more difficult to avoid in 
experiments in which cows were fed ad libitum.
The Response of Protein Content to Varia-
tions in Energy and Protein Supply Was Similar 
to the Response of Milk Yield and Protein Yield. 
An interesting result of our study was the response of 
protein yield and content to variations in energy and 
protein supply, which was similar to the response of 
milk yield. This response is less well known than the 
effect of variation in energy and protein supply on 
milk yield. Like us, Macleod et al. (1984) obtained an 
effect of the energy × protein interaction on protein 
content, but their results showed a sharper increase in 
protein content with increased protein supply for cows 
that received low levels of energy than for those that 
received high levels. They observed no interactive ef-
fects on protein yield. Contrary to our study, Broderick 
(2003) did not observe any energy × protein interaction 
on protein yield and content: he showed an increase in 
protein yield and content with increased dietary energy 
regardless of protein level, whereas we observed those 
responses only for protein levels close to or higher than 
requirements. We should, however, note that energy to 
protein ratios of Broderick’s trial were relatively low 
compared with ours. In our study, the absence of en-
ergy × protein interaction for fat yield and content was 
in agreement with conclusions of Macleod et al. (1984), 
Broderick (2003), and Cowan et al. (1981) for wk 9 to 
16 of lactation. In summary, the increase in milk yield 
with energy and protein supply is accompanied by an 
increased concentration of milk protein but not of milk 
fat.
Response of Calculated Energy and Protein 
Balances to Energy and Protein Supplies
The decrease in the EB with increased protein sup-
ply (Figure 5) may be explained by the fact that the 
increase in protein supply caused an increase in milk, 
fat, and protein yields, which increased energy require-
ments and, therefore, decreased EB. Milk yield was 
then driven by protein supply. Energy that was not 
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Figure 2. Effect of production level (left) and parity (right) of cows on protein yield response to dietary treatment. Dietary treatments: 1 
= E++P0, 2 = E+P+, 3 = E0P++, 4 = E−P+, 5 = E− −P0, 6 = E−P−, 7 = E0P− −, 8 = E+P−, 9 = E0P0; treatments are defined by 
their level of energy supply (E– –, E–, E0, E+, E++ from the lowest to the highest) and their protein supply (P– –, P–, P0, P+, P++ from the 
lowest to the highest) compared with requirements.
supplied by diets could be obtained by the mobilization 
of body reserves of the cow (Broster and Alderman, 
1977; Krohn and Andersen, 1980; Ellis et al., 2006). 
These reserves would enable the cow to endure a nega-
tive EB. The described response of milk yield to energy 
and protein supply variations would be valid only for 
cows with a good body condition and for a limited time 
because cows could not go on losing weight indefinitely. 
We also note that the decrease in EB with increased 
protein supply was reduced with low energy supply: 
when protein supply increased from −200 to +200 g of 
PDIE/d compared with requirement, EB decreased by 
1.16 UFL/d with energy supply of +2 UFL/d compared 
with requirement and only by 0.67 UFL/d with energy 
supply of −2 UFL/d. This confirms that mobilization 
of reserves could become limiting.
For the most part, PB decreased when the energy 
supply increased. However, even in the tested range of 
energy and protein supply, the PB reached a nadir at 
the highest concentrations of dietary energy (Figure 6). 
The lower the protein supply was relative to require-
ments, the lower was this minimum and the lower was 
the energy supply value at which it was reached. Hence, 
protein supply appeared to be more limiting for milk 
yield than the energy supply. Proteins necessary for 
milk protein yield could be obtained by body protein 
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Figure 3. Prediction of milk yield and milk composition respons-
es as functions of energy supply (UFL/d) and protein supply (g of 
PDIE/d) variations: −200 g of PDIE/d (dotted line), 0 g of PDIE/d 
(dashed line), and +200 g of PDIE/d (solid line). All variables are ex-
pressed in differences from the control treatment E0P0. UFL = unité 
fourragère lait; 1 UFL = 1.7 Mcal. PDIE = protein digested in the 
small intestine supplied by rumen-undegraded dietary protein and by 
microbial protein from rumen-fermented OM.
mobilization (Cowan et al., 1981; Belyea and Adams, 
1990) in the short term and in small quantities. Botts 
et al. (1979) showed that cows could mobilize 25 to 27% 
of their protein reserves, which corresponded to more 
than 21 kg, at the beginning of lactation. However, as 
PB bottomed out with increased energy supply for low 
protein supply (Figure 6) contrary to EB (Figure 5), 
body protein mobilization appeared to be more difficult 
and limited than energy mobilization. The main part of 
proteins should then be provided by the diet.
Milk Production May Result from the More  
Limiting Factor Between Energy and Protein
The observed energy × protein interaction on milk 
production could correspond to the concept of produc-
tion determined by the more limiting of the 2 factors: 
energy and protein, as Tedeschi et al. (2006) suggested. 
If so, milk yield should correspond to the lower of the 
2 following yields: milk yield permitted by energy sup-
ply if protein supply were not limiting, and milk yield 
permitted by protein supply if energy supply were not 
limiting. Those 2 yields could be mathematically esti-
mated using partial derivatives from Model [2a], with 
parameters estimated in Table 10. We calculated the 
equations of the 2 curves describing the maximum milk 
yield with a nonlimiting protein supply as a function of 
energy supply (dMYE, kg/d), and the maximum milk 
yield with a nonlimiting energy supply as a function 
of protein supply (dMYN, kg/d) as differences from di-
etary treatment E0P0. These 2 curves could be drawn 
on milk yield graphs of Figures 3 and 4. Indeed, dMYE 
is the geometric envelope of the family of curves (i.e., 
the curve tangent to all of the curves) representing milk 
response to energy supply for different values of protein 
supply. The mathematical method to calculate dMYE 
equation is to solve the following simultaneous models:
dMY(dE; dN) = μ + e1.dE + e2.dE
2 + n1.dN  
 + n2.dN
2 + a.dE × dN,  [5]
where the variables of equation are the same as in 
Model [2a] for milk yield, and
 
∂
∂
=
( )
,
dMY
N
0  [6]
where 
∂
∂
( )dMY
N
 is the partial derivative of milk yield 
predicted by Model [5] with respect to protein supply. 
The solution of those simultaneous equations is
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Figure 5. Prediction of energy balance as a function of protein 
(g of PDIE/d) and energy (UFL/d) supplies: 2 UFL/d (dotted line), 
0 UFL/d (dashed line), and +2 UFL/d (solid line). All variables are 
expressed in differences from the control treatment E0P0. PDIE = 
protein digested in the small intestine supplied by rumen-undegraded 
dietary protein and by microbial protein from rumen-fermented OM. 
UFL = unité fourragère lait; 1 UFL = 1.7 Mcal.
Figure 4. Prediction of milk yield and milk composition respons-
es as functions of energy supply (UFL/d) and protein supply (g of 
PDIE/d) variations: −2 UFL/d (dotted line), 0 UFL/d (dashed line), 
and +2 UFL/d (solid line). All variables are expressed in differences 
from the control treatment E0P0. UFL = unité fourragère lait; 1 UFL 
= 1.7 Mcal. PDIE = protein digested in the small intestine supplied 
by rumen-undegraded dietary protein and by microbial protein from 
rumen-fermented OM.
 dMYE = 1.22 + 0.806 dE − 3.08 × 10
−2 dE2.  [7]
Symmetrically, dMYN is the geometric envelope of 
the family of curves representing milk response to pro-
tein supply for different values of energy supply. The 
mathematical method to calculate dMYN equation is to 
solve simultaneous Models [5] and [8]:
 
∂
∂
=
( )
,
dMY
E
0  [8]
where 
∂
∂
( )dMY
E
 is the partial derivative of milk yield 
predicted by Model [5] with respect to energy supply. 
The solution of those simultaneous equations is
dMYN = 0.208 + 6.43 × 10
−3 dN − 1.64 × 10−6 dN2.   
  [9]
In the range of variations in energy and protein sup-
plies we chose to study, these 2 curves—dMYE as a func-
tion of dE (Model [7]) and dMYN as a function of dN 
(Model [9])—were increasing. The milk yield predicted 
by the more limiting of the 2 factors, energy or protein 
(the minimum of dMYE and dMYN), would always be 
higher than the Model [2a] prediction because each of 
the 2 envelopes can be only equal to or higher than 
the Model [2a] prediction. This overestimation reached 
a maximum of 0.64 kg/d. The interesting question is 
whether the milk yield predicted by the more limit-
ing factor accurately predicts the observed milk yield. 
The prediction of milk yield by the more limiting factor 
showed relatively good results in predicting the observed 
average milk yield by treatment during the trial. The 
error ranged from an underestimation of 0.23 kg/d for 
treatment E0P− − to an overestimation of 0.63 kg/d 
for treatment E+P−. The observed versus predicted 
(by the most limiting envelope) regression had a slope 
not different from 1 (P = 0.96) and an intercept not 
different from 0 (P = 0.33), although the model seemed 
to slightly overestimate milk yield (Figure 7). This 
model should be validated with external data, but the 
concept of milk production governed by the more limit-
ing factor, energy or protein, is a promising concept for 
modeling. Indeed, even if milk response to energy or 
protein could be limited by the udder capacity for milk 
synthesis for very high production level, in the range 
of supply studied, this decreasing response seemed to 
be mainly attributable to the fact that energy became 
limiting when protein increased and protein became 
limiting when energy increased.
Potential Production and Parity Influenced 
 Partition of Nutrients Between Milk and Reserves
This experiment enabled us to observe the cow milk 
production in different production level groups that 
received very similar diets. For example, in multiparous 
cows, in terms of supply of energy and protein, treatment 
E0P0 received by high-producing cows was very similar 
to treatment E+P+ received by low-producing cows, 
and treatment E− −P0 received by high-producing 
cows was very similar to treatment E0P++ received by 
low-producing cows. In these cases, production by high-
producing cows was higher than that of low-producing 
cows even though they received the same energy and 
protein supply. The genetic potential of a cow may play 
a role in the partition of nutrients between the differ-
ent functions, namely the production of milk and the 
control of body reserves (Yan et al., 2006; Friggens and 
Newbold, 2007; Fulkerson et al., 2008). This suggests 
that the notion of potential production makes sense 
and will need to be taken into account in improving the 
prediction of milk yield.
In addition, this study showed that milk protein yield 
and content responded more sharply to changes in the 
diet in primiparous cows than in multiparous cows. 
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Figure 6. Prediction of protein balance as a function of energy 
(UFL/d) and protein (g of PDIE/d) supplies: −200 g of PDIE/d (dot-
ted line), 0 g of PDIE/d (dashed line), and +200 g of PDIE/d (solid 
line). All variables are expressed in differences from the control treat-
ment E0P0. UFL = unité fourragère lait; 1 UFL = 1.7 Mcal. PDIE = 
protein digested in the small intestine supplied by rumen-undegraded 
dietary protein and by microbial protein from rumen-fermented OM.
This became evident in the response to dietary treat-
ments with low protein supply (E+P− and E0P− −), 
for which the primiparous cows decreased their protein 
yield and content more than the multiparous cows. It 
suggested that primiparous cows might have greater 
requirements, especially protein requirements, for their 
maintenance and growth than multiparous cows (Hani-
gan et al., 1998). Primiparous cows might not be able 
to mobilize protein as easily as multiparous cows. If the 
dietary protein supply were reduced, the primiparous 
cows might preferentially cover their growth require-
ment at the expense of the production of milk protein.
CONCLUSIONS
This experiment, carried out in mid lactation, shows 
that milk, protein yield, and fat yield increased with 
an increased energy and protein supply but that the 
2 effects are not additive. The response in production 
corresponds to the more limiting of the 2 curvilinear 
responses permitted by protein and energy. Marginal 
efficiencies of energy and protein use around require-
ments are low compared with global efficiencies. The 
amplitude of milk yield response increases with the pro-
duction level of the cow. The response in milk protein 
content is similar to that of milk yield but it is much 
greater for primiparous cows than for multiparous cows, 
irrespective of the production level. Finally, taking into 
account the production level of the cow allows more 
accurate prediction of the response to variations in pro-
tein and energy supply. Coupled with an intake model, 
these results will make it possible to build lactation 
models sensitive to feeding management.
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